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Why should we bother?

 Relational databases have solid 
mathematical background… 

 There are many automated tools:
 ORM
 Frameworks
 Cache layers

 Computers are cheap
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Why should we bother?

 Relational databases have solid 
mathematical background… 

 There are many automated tools:
 ORM
 Frameworks
 Cache layers

 Computers are cheap

 … but I won’t speak of those

 But cannot replace good 
design.

 Not at a scale.



What should we think of?



Use LIMIT whenever you 
can

 Security

 Efficiency
 Querying for unique record
 Verifying if value exists



Actual meaning of NULL

 NULL is “no information”

 Requires extra storage
Every record costs 1 bit per each nullable field rounded up to full bytes.



Use of non-deterministic 
functions

 Deterministic function return value depends only on call parameters.

 Examples of non-deterministic functions:
 CURDATE()
 RAND()
 Procedures that query other tables
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Use of non-deterministic 
functions

 Deterministic function return value depends only on call parameters.

 Examples of non-deterministic functions:
 CURDATE()
 RAND()
 Procedures that query other tables

 They disable internal query cache!
 … WHERE `created_at` >= DATE_SUB(CURDATE(), 

INTERVAL 10 DAY); 
 … WHERE `created_at` >= “2018-10-09”; 



ENUM is evil

 Stored as integer actually
 Data is not logically treated as data
 Difficult to list all possible values

ALTER TABLE Employees 
ADD `branch` 
ENUM(
‘Berlin’,
‘Frankfurt am Main’,
‘Leipzig’);
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ALTER TABLE Employees 
ADD `branch` 
ENUM(
‘Berlin’,
‘Frankfurt am Main’,
‘Leipzig’);

ALTER TABLE Customers 
ADD `branch` 
ENUM(
‘Berlin’,
‘Frankfurt am Main’,
‘Koln’,
‘Leipzig’);



ENUM is evil

 Stored as integer actually
 Data is not logically treated as data
 Difficult to list all possible values
 List of possible values determine actual type



CHAR vs VARCHAR



CHAR vs VARCHAR

 CHAR is fixed size column
 VARCHAR contains additional metadata containing field length
 Other variable sized fields:

 VARBINARY
 BLOB
 TEXT

 Varying sized field require additional operation while reading/searching
 IP would be CHAR(15)



CHAR vs VARCHAR

 CHAR is fixed size column
 VARCHAR contains additional metadata containing field length
 Other variable sized fields:

 VARBINARY
 BLOB
 TEXT

 Varying sized field require additional operation while reading/searching
 IP would be CHAR(15) UNSIGNED INT



Horizontal Partitioning

 Supported in MySQL implementation
 Store entire entities in different physical location
 Range based



Vertical Partitioning

 No explicit support in MySQL
 Split entities into multiple tables

 Varying sized fields in separate tables
 Frequently changing fields separated 

from constant for better cache support.



Useful tools

 EXPLAIN
 Slow query log
 Procedure analyze
 Use stack trace to isolate bugs



Thank you !
tomasz.kaplonski@sitewards.com
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